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for the good life onboard...



Vestnes Ocean is a family owned company with 

many years of experience in both domestic and 

international business. The new and modern 

Vestnes Ocean headquarters is located in Florø, 

a small fishing town in Western Norway  

surrounded by beautiful mountains and the  

deep blue North Sea.

By listening to our clients, Vestnes Ocean are able to effectively  

communicate with designers, material experts, suppliers, and ship 

staff to create the best interior that accommodates and meets the 

client’s desires. By producing the best interior possible, it allows  

for a feeling of home on the beautiful ocean water.

“For the good life onboard”
At Vestnes Ocean it is important that we listen to the people that use  

and enjoy our interior and accommodations every day. This way we can  

produce the very best interiors to create a feeling of being at home  

away from home. At Vestnes Ocean we take pride in cooperating and  

communicating with designers, material experts, suppliers and ship staff. 

We believe this is one of our many strengths. 

Vestnes 
Ocean



Vestnes Ocean’s 
exciting history
Mr. Jostein Bjørnset had worked at a factory 

in Florø since 1963. The factory manufac-

tured electrical household heaters as well 

as workshop cabinets. Mr. Jostein gained 

experience as a foreman and production 

leader while working at the company.  

His wife, Mrs. Eirin Bjørnset, and one of 

their sons, Odd Bjørnset, also worked at  

the factory and gained experience as  

production workers.

In 1987 Mr. and Mrs. Bjørnset and their son 

Odd decided to take over the factory and 

continued production. Still today, Vestnes 

continue to manufacture workshop cabinets. 

In 1989 Vestnes Produkt established a new 

department for outfitting of interiors on 

ships as Kleven Yard decided to start up 

building ships in Florø. Jonny Bjørnset,  

son of Mr. and Mrs. Bjørnset, decided to 

join the company in 1994.

In 1998, Vestnes Innredning, also based out 

of Florø, was established to focus on interior 

design. Jonny Bjørnset has managed it since 

its establishment.

Company stocks were taken over by Mr. 

and Mrs. Bjørnset’s three sons; Odd, Jonny, 

and Roger Bjørnset, when they decided to 

leave the company in 2007. 

In 2009, the Bjørnset brothers sold the 

factory at Vestnesvegen 33 and moved all 

production to Vestnes Innredning, where the 

new headquarters is now located.

Vestnes Innredning was renamed Vestnes 

Ocean on January 1st, 2011. 

The Vestnes Ocean team invites you to 

experience their modern installed solutions 

showcase at their new headquarters at  

Leirvåggata 1 in Florø, Norway.  

You may also experience the showcase 

virtually at www.vestnesnorway.com.

Company stocks were taken over by Mr. and Mrs. Bjørnset’s three sons; Odd, Jonny, and Roger Bjørnset, when they 

decided to leave the company in 2007.



More than  
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Workshop
cabinets



Complete solutions 
for the modern ship
A Scandinavian supplier of forward interior solutions; 

Vestnes Ocean is your supplier of total accommodation

Vestnes Ocean has delivered complete interior solutions to more than 40 vessels such 

as; chemical tankers, juice carriers, coast guards, and offshore supply vessels, since 

the start up of interior outfitting in 1989. Vestnes has also had much success with 

rebuilding projects. 

Vestnes Ocean has established a land based interior department, which focuses  

on specialized furniture for public areas, such as office spaces. It is a distributor of  

furniture for several known manufacturers, including Kinnarps and Savo. Vestnes 

Ocean can be trusted to deliver top quality interior design on time due to their  

extensive knowledge and experience in fitting, quality requirements and standards. 

The quality of your public interior space is assured by Vestnes Ocean. 

Turnkey supplies of 
accommodation includes:

- Part of the engineering

- Colours, materials and solutions

- Documentation of solutions,  
 certificates, Green passport

- Insulation, both accommodation  
 and technical areas

- Floating floors and 
 deck underlay

- Top floors, vinyl, carpets, 
 tiles etc.

- Wall and ceiling systems

- Door systems

- Furniture system

- Bathrooms

- Galley and laundry equipment

- Curtains and accessories 

- Both installation and 
 material supplies 



Complete
installation

Gerflor flooring
Vestnes Ocean is now the exclusive agent  

of STREAMO marine flooring from Gerflor  

for the Norwegian maritime market.

With Gerflor flooring your interior accommodations will shine  

with an exclusive impression of innovation and design-led,  

eco-responsible solutions. The STREAMO collection also offers  

complete solutions of handrails, PVC skirting and PVC nosing.



Unique 3D 
views of your 

interior

Personalized interior
You may personalize your cabin experience by choosing between three  

interior designs; Pacific Willy, Atlantic Willy, or Indian Willy. If one day you 

desire to change the color of your Willy cabin, Vestnes Ocean can easily 

accommodate those changes. You can create a whole new look in your Willy 

cabin whenever you desire. The Velcro upholstered doors and zipped sofa 

covers can easily be changed without the use of any tools. 

Personalized interior in 3d views
A unique 3D view of the room you designed with the Vestnes Ocean design 

team is created based on 2D CAD drawings. The 3D illustration of your dream 

room allows you to explore different color combinations and designs. The 3D 

illustration is created before work begins on your interior. This is called high 

quality service!



The Willy 
Furniture Collection
It is important for a sailor to come “home” after a long, action filled day at sea. Stepping 

into a Willy furnished cabin it is like stepping into your very own comfortable living room. 

Designed by Ralston and Bau design studio, Willy’s unique 

furniture design was inspired by the shape of killer whales. 

The shapes and corners of the furniture allow for more floor 

space and a modern look. The furniture is not only  

functional, but additional storage can be found in the least 

expected places. The Willy collection allows for space  

in the cabin to utilized in the best and most functional way. 

The Textiles used to create the furniture is made of water 

repellant fabrics and is built to last, even in the worst conditions. 

The textiles also reflect far less sound than hard surfaces which 

makes for a more quiet environment. The Willy furniture  

collection was designed and developed exclusively for the  

modern offshore ship and is perfect for both the captain’s cabin 

and the berth of the rookie sailor. The Willy collection provides 

bunks, wardrobes, sofas, tables, chairs, and computer desks. 

Cabin accessories include colorful lift curtains, bed curtains,  

night tables, binocular boxes, chart tables, wardrobe lockers,  

television, music systems, and more. “A home away from home” 

is easily created with The Willy Collection.





MT Stolt Island
Vestnes Ocean delivered the complete 

interior outfitting and accommodations to the 

Stolt Island Ship in 2009. This ship was built 

in both Ukraine and in Florø, Norway.

MS Makalu
Vestnes Ocean was responsible for the  

completion of the interior for Makalu,  

the largest ship honored with a naming 

ceremony in Fosnavåg. The ship launched 

August 24th, 2013 in Norway and can  

accommodate 26 staff. Makalu is owned  

by Global Offshore, an Indian Company. 

Some references



MS Deep Energy
The large vessel Deep Energy arrived in the 

fall of 2011 to Florø from China. Vestnes Ocean 

transformed Deep Energy into a modern ship 

shortly after its arrival.

Vestnes made it possible for 140 staff  

members to enjoy their very own exclusive 

sleeping spaces furnished with the Willy  

Collection. Vestnes Ocean also installed  

insulation to all technical areas and pipes.
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Vestnes Ocean AS
P.O.Box 409

N-6902 Florø, Norway

Phone +47 57 75 20 70
Telefax: +47 57 75 20 71

post@vestnesnorway.com
vestnesnorway.com

VESTNES NORWAY AS
ACHILLES ID. 28319

Scan to visit:
vestnesnorway.com
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